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Foreword 
. 
The research summarized i n  this report was  conducted durixq the 
last four years with the financial support of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration under Research Grant 80. NsG-242-62. 
lche majority of the resesrch perfomd has been reported In  d e t a i l  
i n  References 1 through 4 (see Section 6). These reports and Journal 
articles are available to interested readers; therefore, this final 
report wsll not attempt t o  repeat the many data and results which were 
reported in  these references. Instead, an attempt will be made t o  
summarize the results and contributions and give the finer details only 
for the later extensions which were not reported in these references. 
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Nomenclature 
radius of a contact area, inches 
radius of constriction region, inches 
equivalent flatness deviation, inches 
modulus of elasticity, lbf/in" 
interface conductance, h = - , 
AaR 
thermal conductivity, BTU/hr-ft-% 
BTU/hr-ft2-% 
length of specinen, inches 
equivalent length of contact resistance, inches 
contact pressure, lbf/in2 
rate of heat flow, BTU/hr 
radial coordinate (r* = r/b) 
resistance , aF - ~ / B T U  
dimensionless resistance, 
a temperature difference, QF 
constriction ratio, x = a/b 
R k Aa 
b 
axial coordinate 
coefficient of linear expansion, in/in-% 
elastic conformity modulus, (r) 'a (-) b
kf b cluucfibi"~e:bs -. * ~ t z z ~ t i + - i f i  ccnt+ictance, (7) (y) 
m "t 
m dt 
Subscripts 
1 region or specimen 1 
2 region or specimen 2 
12 
21 
direction fram metal or region 1 t o  region 2 
direction from metal or region 2 t o  region 1 
a apparent contact are8 
c t  to ta l  value when two modes or  resistances are important 
. 
. 
f interstitial sub stance 
L 
m a harmonic mean value 
0 f i l m  resistance 
8 
macroscopic constrictions or contact regions 
microscopic constrictions or contact areas 
1 
t 
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1.0 Introductlon 
It is a ve33 recognized fact that the interface between members in 
contact gives rise toaresistance t o  the f low of heat from one member t o  
another. 
paths, especially i n  the case of apparatus located in a vacuum environment. 
The investigation of the thermal contact resistance in a vacuum environment 
ha8 been the subject of tbis study. 
This resistance w i l l  often dorminate the resistance of conductive 
Five years ago there was a dearth of data on the thermal contact 
resistance i n  a vacuum environment, although a f a i r  amount of information 
on th i s  resistance for interfaces in  a i r  was available. These data were 
of l i t t l e  value t o  the space scientist because our inadequate understanding 
of the problem prohibited his utilization of the available data in his 
related application. 
Today there exist  in the l i terature a l a r g e  amount of' data from 
investigations of the thermal contact f o r  "realist ic engineering type 
surfaces" i n  vacuum environments. However, i n  a large maJority of these 
investigations l i t t l e  was obtained besides numbers representing w h a t  w a s  
thought t o  be the thermal resistance of the interfaces. 
were not adequately described, nor could they be since the important 
parameters were or are unknown: consea_uen+.ly; +.he mp~s*=zct r e ~ r c s e i i : ~  
a unique value for a situation which cannot be repeated and therefore is  
of l i t t l e  value for  making a prediction in an actual apparatus. 
many data have been obtained at considerable expense, but these iwes t i -  
gations of "realistic engineering SMaces'' have added l i t t l e  t o  our 
understanding of the thermal contact resistance and t o  our abil i ty t o  
precl3ct th resfstsxz ~f jOihk8  i n  otkter physical situations. 
The interfaces 
In short, 
2 
f 
. 
J 
On the other haad, the present investigation has not made aqy 
attempt t o  perform tests of real is t ic  engineering surfaces. It was 
designed with the primary objective of increasing our understanding 
of the basic mechanisms governing the thermal contact resistance. It 
is believed t h a t  this type of approach w i l l  actually result i n  better 
success a t  predicting the resistance of actual interfaces and clearly 
indicates situations where accurate predictions w i l l  be difficult. 
essence a better understanding of the importance and effects of the many 
parameters is obtained, and few problems contain as many variables as are 
inherent i n  the thermal contact resistance problem. 
In 
A review of the li terature on thermal contact resistance is given 
i n  Ref. 1. 
A rather extensive list of references concerned with the subject was 
compiled by A t k i n s  f51." 
Only a few pertinent references are given i n  th i s  report. 
* 
Numbers in brackets [ ] indicate references l i s ted  i n  Section 7. 
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2.0 The Mechanism of Beat Transfer at an Interface 
The resistance of interfaces is often believed to result in  a 
discontinuity in the temperature distribution at the interface. 
However, careful measurements usually reveal that the disturbances 
caused by an interface extend into the region a distance which is 
comparable to its dimensions. Thus, the resistance in many cases is 
not a contact resistance but a constriction resistance caused by con- 
stricting the heat flow as it passes through the interface. This the- 
resistance 1s often rather loosely defined and carelessly measured which 
is  one of the causes of discrepancies. 
Xn genera, a thermal resistance can only be evaluated between 
isothermal surfaces bounding an imaginary adiabatic heat flow tube. The 
thermal resistance between two such isothermal surfaces and is by 
definition: 
where n is the normal to the surface and k the thermal conductivity. 
Let u8 assume that the region bounded by %, 
is continuous, toe., free from interfaces or non-perfect joints. 
and the heat flow tube 
E 
+.h.(z =f-a*m ?**e _is +ha" 2" 5: el7lnf'=fsP & =me= !- +hCk ==;==A=ztz a 
non-perfect contact between two  members such that % and 
isothermal surfaces, the thermal contact resistance is by definition 
(see also Figure 2.1) 
remain 
. 
J 
a non-perfect perfect contact 
over area Aa 
4 
J 
AB is referred t o  as the apparent contact area. 
earesslan for the the& contact resistance is m o y e d  which is: 
In many cases a s w e r  
JL- 1 
Q R t  
where q is the total rate of heat f'lm in  the heat flow tube, AT is  the 
additional tunpemture drop between isothermal surfaces 
the presence of the interface of area Aa and h is the interface conductance. 
and + due t o  
Isothermal Surface % 
at Temperature TI 
Adiabatic Surface 1, 
I 
Apparent Contact Area, Aa 
I s o t h e d  Surface A, 
at Temperature T2 - 
Figure 2.1 A Stream Tube 
5 
8 
It is often referred t o  in  the literature and is similar t o  the sturface 
coefficient of heat transfer employed in convection. 
resfsfance is -- not a property and cannot be tabulated. 
interface is highly dependent on the the& and pbysical boundary 
conditions. Changes i n  the thermal boundary conditions can also vastly 
effect the macroscopic conformity of the mating surfaces and consequently 
the importance of the interface. 
detail i n  Sections 3.6 and 4.2. 
Tbe thermal contact 
!&e effect of an 
These effects are discussed in greater 
Beat is transferred cross an interface by three different modes: 
( i )  t h e d  radiation, (ii) i n t e r s t i t i d  conduction, and ( i i i )  metal-to- 
metal conduction. 
importance nust be considered simultaneously. It can be easily shown 
(see Ref- 1) that the contribution of thermal radiation is negligible 
for metallic interfaces at real is t ic  contact pressures. Furthermore, 
interfaces i n  a vacuum enviromnt are of primary interest i n  this 
investigation; thus the absence of an i n t e r s t i t i a l  material will be 
in i t ia l ly  assumed- An understanding of the effects of i n t e r s t i t i a l  
materials is, of course, also of importance; therefore this problem will 
be considered after the analysis of the metal-to-metal conduction mode 
is given. It is logical to consider the shpler ,  single mode problem 
before the more complicated case of two interdependent modes. 
These three modes are not independent and sll modes of 
3.0 A Restrictive Tbeoretlcal Model. for Prediction of The& C a r t a c t  
Resi8tancc 
1 1 .  i 
I 
~ 
Assuming that the heat transferred across the Interface by radiatlopr 
is negl ig ib le  and that no intersti t ia2 msterial is present, heat can flow 
across the interface only through the "potnts" of' contact. 
Oeometrically flat, smooth surfaces are nonexistant. R e a l  surfaces 
are characterized by BtrrfBce roughness, Le., microscopic irregularities, 
and flatness deviations, Le., macroscopic irregularities. Epen if an 
isothermal d e r  had a surface free of mlcroscoplc and macroscopic 
irregularities, it would generally not remain i n  t h i s  condltion if heat 
were flowing through it. An ePlarged section of the interface formed by 
two meptbers in contact would reveal that a relatively small percentage of 
the surface is i n  actual contact. When heat flows through an interface It 
is constricted t o  these small areas of contact. 
itself as a themal contact resistance at the macroscopic level. 
This constriction aasnifeets 
For the purpose of aaslyeis, the apparent contact area waa conceived 
t o  be divided into two regions: the contact region and the nancontact region. 
Tbe noncontact region was defiaed as the portion of the Interface which 
contained few or no microscopic contact areas. !&!he contact region, referred 
t o  as the macroscapic cantact area, i s  the portion of the interface where 
V i  iiensity or tne microcontacts l a  high. In the absence of a conducting 
fluid, the f l a w  of heat is first consfrlcted t o  the macroscopic coatact aseae; 
it is then flarther constricted t o  the microscopic contact areas within tbis 
macroscopic area; and finally it must flow through the surface films. Hence, 
the total contact resistance for an interface in the absence of an interstitial 
material such as air may be thought of as the sum of three resistances in 
series: the macroscopic constriction resistance %, the microscopic con- 
s t r ic t ion resistance Re, and the film resistance Ro, l.e., 
It w i ~  later be seen that tho resistances in Equation (3.1) are not 
independent. In fact, since a resistance can only be defined between 
Isothermal planes, only the total coatact resistance can be defiaed. The 
equation i s  suggested 88 a help in unders- the problem rather than 
as an ald in  the analysis. Fbch resistance in Equation (3.1) will l ~ l v  be 
considered iadependently. 
Microscapic Constriction R ~ ~ M X L Z I C ~  
The models proposed in the llterature invariably Included the assumptSon 
that the microscopic contact areas ara uniformly distributed aver the entire 
appxent contact area. That I s ,  they analyzed only the microscopic resistance. 
Let  us briefly consider the assumptions which were usually emplayed and t h  
of expression which resulted. 
It was generally assumed that: ( i )  the actual areas of contact are 
uniiorrmly distributed over the  entire apparent contact area; ( i i )  the actual 
contact areas are all circular and of identical radius, as; (iii) fhe 
asperities deform plastically under the load P such that the average pressure 
exerted between them equals the microhardness, E, i .e. ,  
and (iv) the film resistance is  negligible. With these assuxwgtions the 
theoretical expression far the Interface conductance waa shown t o  be fl]: . 
(3.3) 
where g(xs) is a constriction al ladat ion factor. 
ccmstriction resistance due t o  an isothermal circular spot of radius '8' 
wbich feeds heat into a coaxial right circular cylintier of radius *b*. Ee 
found the following expression: 
Roess [6] examined thc 
i n  which x(= a/b) I s  the constriction ratio. This same problem wa8 solved 
numerically by the author In order t o  remove the error caused by Roess' 
approximation (see Section 3.1). substituting (3.2) into (3.3) one obtaias: 
A 
1 
2 pa k* h = - -  (3.5) 
!&e factor (0  < 1) was suggested by Iblm [7} t o  account for the 
elastic deformation between asperities. 
!the several models emplaJred i n  the literature all led to  expressions 
similar t o  Equstion (3.5), but l i t t l e  success was obtained with It in pre- 
dicting the interface conductance. 
could expect successful predictions for actual surfaces with the assumption 
It is not believed, however, that one 
of a uniform distrlbutlon of the CULG-~ --A ucyy -------en - n a a i r ~ f o n  _ _ _ _ _  far fropn 
reallty for engineering surfaces. !lbe next question which arises is: could 
such an expression be employed If the condition of macroscopic conformity 
were satisfied? 
accurately estimate the microscopic resistance for an interface in a vacuum 
In the absence of in te rs t i t i a l  materials. The basis for statement follows. 
It is the opinion of the author that one could never 
The first difficult  question which arises for interfaces in a V~CU-GE 
I 
I .  
I *  
A 
i 
i 
9 
without an itlter&itlal material I s  whst 18 the "actual" contact area, 
Le., what is the effect of gape of several angstrom or of a discontinuity 
i n  the crystal latticet Also, how important are thin axide filmst Can 
electrons tunnel across these filme and through m u a l l  gapst If u material 
is present which ctxpletely fills the Intersti t iale,  these difficult ies 
disappcsr anU a l l  gsps of several microinches or less can be considered as 
a perfect contact for all practical purposes. 
Another feature of thenwl contacts which adds considerable caarplexity 
t o  the microscopic model is the transient nature o f  thermal contacts. When- 
ever the temperature level of one of the members is  changed, relative motion 
between the contactiag surfaces occurs. 
performed revealed oscillation i n  the temperature drop across the interface. 
A protuberance may be plasticafly defollped at the first encounter with iter 
matibg surface; however, subsequent differential, lateral mtian  would cause 
an increme in fhe contact area. 
by elast ic  deformation. 
I n  addition several t es t s  which were 
Ebentuslly the loprcl maybe borne entirely 
F i n s l l y  an estimate of' the  size and aumber of microscopic contact a r e e ~  
is requlred. Even if the total  microscopic contact area is constant and 
macroscopic irregularities are not present, the constriction resistance is 
highly &-dent on tbe number (or size) of the contact me. z c  Z - A Z S C ~  
rou@ne8s values which are employed in the aaalysls of thermal contact 
reslstance should give greater wei&t t o  the large asperities. The averaze 
dupe of asperities is also of importance since the coslstriction ratio ani! 
the number of contact areas must be known. 
me t o  believe that the asperities have large slopes due t o  the large ver"uicc,T 
magnification relative t o  the horizontal magnification. 
Profilemeter traces often mislee.? 
In reality, asperity 
sbpes are usually anrnzl. 
10 
I 
~ 
i 
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A 
Fila Resistance 
'Ihe n#rmitudt and imporhinee of the film resistance is also hard t o  
predict for many of the same! rec~dons that the microscupic consfriction 
resistance is diff icul t  t o  estimate. The insulatlq effect of surface f l l m 8  
i 8  laaawa to cause severe disturbances i n  electrical  contacts since their  
tlectrlcal conductivity is vzutly different than the base netal. However, 
the them conductivities of the oxide sad base metal are not vagtly 
difieremt and consequently tbeir Importance I s  usually discounted. For 
freshly machined Joints in the presence of a conducting fluid, ncglcctiag 
fllm resistance is probably Justified; however, the heat flaw through an 
interface in a vacuum is confined t o  relatively smal l  areas which results 
IA a large heat flux through these areas. 
also prevent conduction ecros8 small gerps by the tunnel effect. Therefore 
surface films could be of importsnce for interfaces in a v8cuum environment. 
With our present insufficient kncswledge of the formation and growth 
of films, their tenacity and ability t o  withstand load together w i t h  the 
lack of adequate information on the nature of "actual" contact, a theoretical 
est-tloa of their iaportance i n  t h e d  contact resistance cannot be mad=. 
It I s  felt  that at  the present time their influence c ~ l l  more easily be 
assessed experimentally. 
Sufficiently thick filrns mgy 
For the purpose ai analysis, the macroscuplc contact area was aserne3 
t o  consist of a siagle circular contact area of radius 
coincides Kith that of the apparent contact area which is a circle of 
whose center 
 us bL. ( C Y l b d r i C d  SpecwnS 1" i n  dfaaeter We= e . @ v d  the 
experimental study.) The size of the macroscopic cmtact area is governec 
ll 
a 
i 
a b, , i = l o r 2  * L  di - 7 
and the total eqwLvalent flatness deviation is defined 88 
It should be noted that tlze spherical model of the contactiag surfaces 
exaggerates the flatness deviation, i.e., the flatness deviations over tbe 
region where contact occurs under normal loads axe m m l l  caanpared w i t h  the 
total flatness deviation. For t h i s  reason If  the equation which I s  obtained 
for the sphericsl d l  is to  be used for the correlation of data for actual 
englaeerlng surfaces, t k  flatness deviation % should probably be replaced 
dt t dl + %. 
by f- t-8 the deviat%On that 2s ma8Wed. -8 iS dlscuseed 
Auether in  Section 3.2. 
TIze determination of the additional, temperature drop due to the preserca 
of a constriction consists of two parts: (i) given the load, what is the 
macroscOpic contact area? and (ii) @veri the macroscopic contact mea, what. 
is the constriction resistance? Once the constrictioa resistance is known, 
the additional temperature drop due to the presence of interface can be 
easily calculated. For the model employed, it is suf'ficient to determfne the 
constriction rat io  5 far the solution of Part ( i ) .  
i n  terms of the apparent contact pressure pa, and the harmonic mean modulus 
of elasicity Em as: 
m s  ratio w a s  found 
'a b The dimensionless group (-) (0) was designated by g and called the 
Em % 
elast ic  conformity modulus. 
surfaces under load. 
assumes elastic deformation between the contactiag members (which is satisfied 
It is a measure of the conformity of the matiag 
Equation (3.7) is basically the Hertz solution. It 
in this problem) and =her that the radius of the contact area is s m a l l  
ccPapared with the other dimensions of the region. 
only for  small values of 5. 
for geametries other than spherical or cylindrical ones. 
This condition is satisfied 
In addition, Hertz solution cannot be employed 
Section 3.2 gives 
a discussion of an investigation under progrees which is designed t o  eliminate 
these severe restrictions. 
The solution of Part ( i i )  is similar to  the microsqogic problem. A 
dimensioPless constriction resistance will be defined as: 
knl 2'' )is which is equal t o  - for the present geometry where km (= hb 
the harmonic mean thermal conductivity. 
% + % ?  
dLm may be interpreted as an 
equivalent length of the contact resistance. Again emplayiag Roess' solutj-cri 
(see M. 3.4) gives: --L 
i 
. 
R o e s s '  approximate solution was fount3 to be accurate for s m a l l  values 
of 5 < 0.4; ( 
in Section 3.1 which relrutes the stringent condition on Equation (3.9a). 
I s  to be noted that the solution is valid for dissimilar metals in contact 
only if the effects of thermal strain are negligible (see Ref. 4). 
< 0.06) A mare accurate solution to this problem is given 
It 
It is seen that for the restrictive model being employed, the rpscroscopic 
constriction resistance can be accurately calculated and a l l  parameters 
required for this calculation can be easily detennined. Employing Equations 
(3.5) and (3.9), estimates of the relative importance of the macroscopic and 
microscopic constriction resistances were made in Reference 1. 
indicatedthe macroscopic constriction resistance wa8 several orders of 
magnitude larger than the microscopic resistance; consequently, the micro- 
scoplc conetrlction resistance could be neglected, 
results are unquestionable evidence of the lack of importance of microscopic 
resistances because (i) the microscopic constriction resistance model is of 
doubtful validity , (li) the assumed values of unlmown parameters in the 
microscopic model could be in error, and (iii) the importance of film 
resistances has not been considered. 
accurate estimates of thermal contact resistance in the absence of interstltk- 
materials will only be possible for interfaces where microscopic resistances 
play a minor role. 
These results 
It I s  not felt that these 
On the other hand, it is belleved thet 
Tbe experimental investigation reported in References 1 and 2 gives en 
tnilicBt,icn cg %he reietie ~ ~ r t ~ ~ c p  m . r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~  ~ F " ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~  
. 
L 
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resistances. 
films the macroscopic constrictions have a coxtmnding influence for many 
Surface8 c w f l y  encountered in engineering practice. 
brief'Jy gummarized i n  Section 4.1. 
a#se results indicated that in the absence of thick surf'ace 
The results are 
t 
3.1 Esct4nsion of Roess' Analy sis 
The analysis of the thermal constriction problem performed by R o e s 6  
contained several assumptions which severely limits its usefulness. 
assumptions w i l l  be removed in the present analysis. 
fo3low'az-e applicable t o  both large scale and 6111117 scale resistances, the 
subscripts will be dropped. 
These 
Since the results which 
One region of the model being considered is shown i n  Figure 3.1. O n l y  
one region is  being emplayed f o r  simplicity; consequently, the problem must 
be chosen such that it is symmetrical w i t h  respect t o  the contact plane. 
Symmetrs I s  assured if  the r ad i i  are identical and the l e e  are identical. 
(Tile lengths need not be the same if  both %/b and L2/b are greater than 1.) 
The conductivities of the regions can be different. Because the flatness 
deviation is several orders of magnitude smaller than the other dimensions, 
the boundary conditions which exist along the curved contact surface may be 
imposed a l q  the line z z 0. Assuming that a perfect contact exists over 
the region of radiu a, the following partial differential equation and 
boundary conditions describe the temperature field: 
- + - - + - s o  3% 1 &  a% 
ar2 a22 
* O S  
T(r,o) = 
1 5  
. 
-a a 
T = T(r,z) 
pigure 3.1 
Finite Wlirdrical R e g i o n  
dz 
5 . (b,z) I 0, 
dr 
This problem is a very formidable 
one due to the mixed boundary con- 
dition at z = 0. The boundary is 
b 
isothermal for 0 - z r 5 a, whereas there is zero heat flux over the mwun . der 
of the boundary, i.e., for a < r zb. 
boundary condition w a s  circumvented by R o e s s  [6J,who found that a flux 
distribution across the area 0 z r  5 a w h i c h  was proportional to 
(1 - r /a 1 O1l2 resulted in an approximately isothennal area unless the 
constriction ratio x (= a/b) wa8 near unity. 
L/b was sufficiently large that the constriction resistance was independent 
of L/b (see Figure 3.1). With these additional assumptions he found the 
constriction resistance was: 
The difficulty due to this mixed 
In addition, R o e s s  assumed 
16 
I 
i 
and k 3.a thc thermal conductivitjr. This solution was earplogcd in  thc analysis 
given i n  [&I. The e x p e m n t a l  data were then campared w i t h  the resulting 
theorcticsl prediction. 
I 
m r  e s i s  of this wss deemed hLghlr desirable since: 
(i) Poess* solution failed is L/b 6 1. This region is probably tht 
mst imprtant QDC, especially in  the study of them contact 
fesistance problaus connected with space vehicles wbere thin 
plates are often employed. Under such circumstances, small values I 
Of L/b would  be present and the theoretical prediction of [I] 
would no longer be applicable. 
(ii) The theoretical solution of [l} which employed Roess' solution 
predicted nnwler values of the canstriction resistance than the 
I 
experimental values if x was near unity. Part of t h i s  discrepancy 
Could be dua to fall- of Ro~sS' solution to apply, since hi8 
assumed flux distribution is i n  error if x is near unitg. 
The pmblem described br equations 3.10 wae solved mericsUy. The 
justification of a nrm#fical procedure, the details of the wm#rical techniques 
including the appropriate difference relationships, and a detailed presentatior 
UT ===*S+Q cf these calculations me given in  Ref. 3. For the readers* 
convenience, the! results are repeated i n  this report in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 gives the dimensionless constriction resistance 88 defined 
by Bquation (3.8) and are the constriction resistance of one region only. 
data of W e  3.1 for the case of L/b > 0.8 were f i t t e d  w i t h  a fiFth degree 
least squares polynominal. 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
The 
The resulting equation is: 
17 
R*= AL/b 
Table 3.1 'phe Dimensionless Constriction Resistance R* 
as a Function of x and L/b 
R(L/b) / R(L/b = 0 ) 
i ,167 -233 ,300 ,367 -433 ,500 .567 -633 ,700 .767 333 ~ 
1 
t 
I --I-.- - -- 
0 
A//- 
* uuu i 
-1333 
.200 
.267 
.4 
.6 
.8 
0 
.3y;( 
0632 
*777 
.864 
,950 
0989 
-995 
0 
357 
9 590 
.7kl 
-841 
-940 
0988 
0999 
0 
333 
-563 
719 
.a2 
*931 
.gas 
-996 
0 0 0 
,324 .321 .327 
-553 -552 ,564 
,816 &g -829 
-93 0932 -936 
0986 ,986 .g86 
,998 -998 -999 
. 7 l l  ,7l1 .724 
0 
*3k 
584 
0745 
,846 
-945 
-989 
-997 
Table 3.2 The Ratio R(L/b) / R(L/b = 0 )  as a Function of x and L/b 
The dimensionless contact resistance for two similar regions i n  contact is: 
Thus, Equation (3.9) becomes 
4 
where 
L 
and R* i s  based on the harmonic mean of the thermal conductivities of the 
two regions. 
Roess’ solution was found to give good agreement with the numerical 
=8&LbI * ’  n-- A U L  wwyr --11 -1-c . --_ 09 x 0.5); therefore, no attempt w a s  made to 
obtain numerical results for x < 0.16. On the other hand, Roesst solution 
diverged rapidly at larger values of x, and at  x = 0.8 it was already in 
error by approximately 30$. 
1 
I 
4 
1 ,  
I 
1 
3.2 -si- of ~ W S  ~na ly  S i 8  
The flatness deviation i n  the proposes model wa8 simulated by spherical 
caps on the ends of the cylindrical regions. This model was ideal for 
theoretical calculations since : 
( i )  !the Bertz result could be employed i n  the calculation of the 
macroscapic contact m a .  ( Ikr tz  solved the classical problem 
of tbe determination of the contact area between two spherical 
bodies of radli rx and r2 in elast ic  contact. The radius of 
the contact was given by 
(3.14) 
- 
( i i )  
which is the expreseton -wed i n  Section 3.0.); and 
Sphericsl surfaces which were flat t o  within several millionth*s 
of an inch could be easily generated. 
experimental study w a s  t o  determine if macroscopic effects 
w o u l d  be dominant even for surfaces which were almost optically 
f l a t  as w a s  indicated from the estimations of the relative 
importance of microscopic and macroscopic constriction resistances. 
Also it was desired to  determine if film resistances might be of 
importance for tbese flat specimens. 
geometry could be consistently generated with such small, 
measurable values of flatness deviation, the spherical geometry 
w w  8 n.-rrr..--y - 
The object of the 
Since no other surface 
--- nnn+aed+v- 
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It I s  seen that an accurate theoretical calculation was possible for tk 
spherical model. 
understanding of the important parameters since a rather exact experimental 
repreee~ztation was possible; thus, it enabled a unified and systematic stWy 
of the nany perplexing phenomena associated w i t h  the the& contact 
resistance. 
from the remainder of t&e report, 
This model also enabled one t o  further C Q n S i d e r a b l y  the 
Its usefulness and potential can perhaps be better realized 
An extension of the results obtained by Hertz is highly desirable since: 
Hertz assumed that the dimensions of the bodies in contact were 
large in canparison with the radius of the boundary of the 
surface of contact; thus Equation (3.14) is not valzd for large 
values of 5. 
Hertz's solution is only valid for a isothermal region, i.e., 
themoelastfc effects are neglected. 
of' the directional effect which is experienced i n  contacts between 
dissimilar metals is not possible. 
f o r  a discussion of the directional effect.) 
Hertz's solution is valid only for contacts f o m d  between 
cylindrical or spherical members. Although a spherical model 
was convenient for t h i s  basic analysis, it does not appear to  
be the best geometry for the representation of the flatness 
deviation which occurs for  surfaces manufactured by various 
production techniques. 
If the prediction of the thermal contact resistance for interfaces 
with an in te rs t i t i a l  material is t o  be made, the distance between 
the contacting members in the non-contact region and the variation 
Thus, a theoretical prediction 
(See Section 4.2 or Ref. 4 
4 
I 
c 
of thls distance w i t h  loadmust also be knuwn. Fre~ously 
only the size of the contact area was mquired wMch could 
be obtained from Eertz's solution. The need for tu8 cxtetneion 
can be appreciated by an exaanination of Section 3.4. 
Ihe &ctension of Brtz's solution is being investigated by R.O. Mclpay. 
The study when c@eted w i l l  be his Ph.D. thesis. Be has fonrmlated the 
pFoblem in tenns of displacement and is solving the resulting coupled 
partial differential equations usfag a finite difference technique. This 
work should be campleted in several months at which t i m e  the details of fhis 
analysis w i l l  be available. 
SO far still contain appreciable numerical error; therefore they will not 
be reported at this t h e .  
The numerical results which have been obtained 
3.3 Tbe Interdependence of Microscopic and Mscroscopic ResfstsDces 
In the study of' the relative importance of the macroscopic and micro- 
scupic resistances it is of interest to  knov how the macroscopic and 
microscopic resistances are interrelated. 
independent since the presence of a microscopic resistance would, of course, 
affect the macro6copic temperature and flux distribution and consequently 
the macroscopic camfriction resistance . 
It is seenthat  they are not 
change i n  the macroscopic constriction resistance, I$,, if a micro- 
scopic resistance, Rs, is uniformly distributed over the macroscopic contact 
weus considered by Bolm [7J and also was discussed in  111. The limiting 
sitwitions were considered. 
w i t h  ft and is uniform over the macroscopic contact area, it foUawcd that 
the heat flux through the contact region is appraocimately uniform. 
OB t o  assume the flux was constant and determined the mscroscapfc constriction 
Holm suggested that ff R8 is very large compared 
Re went 
22 
. 
8 4  
resistance w i t h  this boundary condition. 
I s  appraxtmately true, it cannot be emplqyed in the calculation of %, a 
eccoadaxy resistance . 
Although this b- cwnditian 
A closer exanination of the problem shows that if the two specimens have 
the sanie radius bL andleagth L and if' the distribution of tbe microscopic 
resistance is axiaUy symmetric (it is not necessary to assume the distri- 
bution is uniform), an isothermal surf'ace exists within the plane of contact. 
The presence of the microscopic resistance over the boundary is analogous to 
a convective .type boundary condition Kith a finite surface conductance. 
region shown in Figure 3.1 is again applicable. 
given by (3.10) and the boundary conditions given by (3.10b) - (%loa) apply; 
however, t h e  boundary coxlditlon which was previously given by Equation (3.10s) 
Lpow becarnee: 
* 
I& 
The differential equation 
& 
az 
+ k - (rIo) (3.15) 
where h is a function of r if the microscopic resistance is not uniformly 
distributed; otherwise, it is  a constant. To is the temperature of the 
isotheraal surface in the  contact plane. The contact resistance i n  this 
case is given by: 
L 
e- 
'PL - To 
4 k n  b? 
R =  
* 
Tt#? region of the microscopic resistance is assumed to be of negligible 
LLUI;-~-. ALf -La..- !%& e,as1m@faol is probably a valid one. 
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where q is the rate of‘ heat flow through the region. 
between h and the micmcopic resistance, Rs, will now be detemined. 
The relatianship 
Consider tu0 regions of merent materials in contact. Asourre a 
known microscopic resistance is  uniformly distributed across the macroiwpiu 
contact area. 
CunpUcatian; however, the results would be of less general value.) 
is to consider only one region for tbe solution of this problem, it is 
required that #e flux distributions across the contact area of each region 
are identical. Froen the differential equation and boundary condition It can 
be seen that this wiU be the case if the microscopic resistance is 
partitioIml such that 
(A mn-uniform axially-symmetric distribution would add l i t t l e  
If one 
A l S O  
1 A h =  
n e  R ’  
4 %  
T %  
Therefore 
or 
and 
With the convective type baundary condition Eq. (3.15), the Biot number, 
b bL/k, enters into the solution. In terms of the above quantities, the 
Biot number can be written as: 
. 
c 
hl bL 2 -
't; * a 
the summation of 
%! bL 
= T  
It is therefore possible to find the total contact resistance between 
any two mating materials separated by a small scale resistance, Re, by 
finding the resistance of one region if the 
partitioned as described. The dimensionless contact resistance of both 
regions w i l l  be the sane i f  each is based on its respective thermal 
conductivity. 
regions based on their harmonic mean conductivity then becomes: 
scale resietauce is 
The total dimensionless contact resistance for two d i s s l n d l a r  
* 
%t 
The 
the case 
equation 
given i n  
equation 
numerical procedure emplayea in Ref. 
of negligible microscopic resistance 
fortheboundary O l r l t  isnow 
3 in obtainiag the solution for 
waa again used. A dlffellence 
required in addltlon t o  those 
131. In terms of t h e  nomenclature of [31, 
valid for t.3~ grid points on this boundary 
where the Biot nuxtber is given by Equation (3.18). 
a general difference 
is: 
A series of numerical calculations were made to determine the total 
i 6  dimcneionless contact resistance, R,+, for the problem as specified for 
several value~ of % and for several lengthe. Thts solution was compared 
with the result obtained by adding Ri c 5. In these calcrrlations, values 
-- 
-t 
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. 
of RZ and 5 were assumed; < was obtained from (3.13). 
Table 3.3 gives a comparison of these results. The values of all -
resistances given i n  the tables are those of one region only; thus, the 
to t a l  contact resistance, f o r  example, for  two contacting members is twice 
the value given i n  the table. In examining the apparent trends i n  these 
values it m u s t  be noted that  no great effort  was expended t o  remove minor 
truncation errors since greater accuracy was unnecessary i n  drawing the 
desired conclusions. Tables 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 give the specific values 
employed i n  obtaining Table 3.3. 
The conclusions which can be drawn from these results are: 
1. The to ta l  contact resistance of an interface is always greater 
than the value obtained by assuming RI and $ are independent 
resistances i n  series. 
The error cammitted by assuming that R and F$, are independent 
and that  the to t a l  contact resistance is simply (P, + %) is  
small i n  all cases and, considering the nature of the problem, 
* * 
S 
2 .  
* *  
could easily be neglected. 
* 
3. This error vanishes if RI>> $ or i f  $ >> Rs. 
-_ * * 4. 'me appu-euU --& -----~%r uL...A - constriction resistance (Ret - Rs), i n  
the presence of microscopic resistances can differ widely from 
the value obtained when RS i s  equal to zero. 
* 
. 
. 
* * Tablg 3.5 Canparison for Rs cv 10 % 
. 
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Rs = 22=310 
* 
* Ret= 24,n 
R* = 22.81 
8 
- *- 
Rs = 5.380 
* Ret= 5.808 
R:= 5.380 
* Ret= 6,007 
* 
Ret= 5.992 
* Table 3.6 Comparisons for R: Y 0.2 % 
0233 0 5 0 0  
833 
* Ret= .51& 
* R8 = -4590 
833 
* Ret= ,0603 
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3.4 Bctensian of We1 t o  Include an In te rs t i t i a l  substance 
The investigation has been centered i n  the past on the study of clean 
interfaces i n  vacuum environments. This approach was logical since: 
1. The metal-to-metal conduction mode of heat transfer across an 
interface is the most fundamental. Without a thorough under- 
standing of the metal-to-metal conduction mod?, incorrect 
conclusions could easily be drawn from experimental measure- 
ments of interfacial resistances for the canbined mode case. 
2. The problem is of greater importance i n  the absence of inter- 
stitial conduction since the contact resistance is then much 
larger. 
3. The ability to predict the magnitude of the contact resistance 
was poorest for  interfaces in vacuum environments and the need 
t o  know these values was most urgent in this area. 
It is felt, however, that a paral le l  effort  on the study of interfaces 
with the addition of the in te rs t i t i a l  conduction mode would be profitable 
since : 
1. The experience which has been gained should prove t o  be a 
+_=Endous asset i n  the analysis of this closely al l ied problem. 
This study might reveal reliable methods of decreasing the 
magnitude of the thermal contact resistance l a  a vacuum 
environment. For example, it could lead t o  more successful 
theoretical predictions by giving a method of insuring the 
lack of importance of microscopic resistances which are, 
of course, ciir”flc-&t tc grei i rct .  
2. 
I 
4 
3. !Phe study should p m  woFthwhilc fn its own right for the 
following reasons. First, the problem is of interest and 
importance in other environments as, for  exm@e, in nuclear 
reactor cores, atmospheric operation and testing of space 
vehicles, etc. Second, satisfactory materials may be developed 
or 
i n  vacuwn environments for  both short and long duration f l ights.  
!Urd, a better understanding of the nature of contacting surfaces 
and the thermal contact resistance could be obtained f'rm the 
existing data f o r  interfaces in air if a suitable model were 
mailable for the analysis of these data. 
already exist  for  employment as in te rs t i t i a l  substances 
!Fhe furmuletion of the problem and a discussion of the solution procedure 
Wd results f O l l o W .  
3.4.1 Problem Formulation and Results of Humerical Calculations 
Since the slope of irregulsrities is usually small, the shape of the 
irregularities did not enter In to  the calculation of the t h e d  contact 
resistance, i n  the asence of an interstitial material af ter  the contacting 
areas were determined. Most of the available models f o r  the determination 
of the microscopic contact areas are even independent of the asperity shape. 
ThC simulation of the flatness deflation by spherical surfaces was employed 
only as amesns of predicting the macroscopic contact area. The distance 
between the surfaces in the non-contact regions w a s  inconsequential. 
the other hand, the shape of the irregularities beccnnes of primary importance 
when a substance in the interstices provides a path for the flow of heat 
acro8s the non-contact regions. 
On 
The analysis which fallows i8 val id  for  either a microscoplc or  
macroscopic protuberance. !Be assumptions are: 
The regions in contact are cylinders of identical radius b; 
thus, for the microscopic problem a uniform distribution of 
contact areas is assumedwhere the region feeding each contact 
can be approximated by a cylindrical region of radius b. 
The interstitial substance can be treated as a homogeneous, 
Isotropic continuum which caqle te ly  fills the Interstices. 
The conductivity of this substance is independent of Its 
temperature. 
Hatursl convection within the interstices is negligible (due 
t o  tbeir small dirntnslons) and conduction within the interstices 
in a directian p a r s l l e l t o  the interface is 00 negligible. 
The contact is axially symmetrical. 
the contacting surfaces I s  ft(p,r) (0 5 r 2 b). 
is a function of the i n i t i a l  geametry, tbe aprparent contact 
pressure, p, and the radial coordinate r. 
strain is being neglected but  could sometimes be of importance 
for blssimiiar -*ds i z  cezt.n~+. [see R e f  . 4) . 
The total  distance between 
This distance 
The effect of the- 
!he present problem is seento  be of the same nature at that presented 
W k r t  
kf q7x in Section 3.3. The microscopic conductance hs now becomes 
kf is the thermal conductivity of the in t e r s t i t i a l  substance. Boundary 
condition (3.10b) is no longer applicable since the in te rs t i t i a l  material 
provides a conductive path over the complete apparent contact area. 
following boundary condition now applies over the e&L-a z~=zre=% contact 
area : 
The 
aT 
az 
k- = h(T - To), 05 r z b  
&sin, in order t o  analyze a single region, the in te rs t i t l a l  8UbStan~e must 
be correctly partitioned. Due to the symmetrical nature of the problem, an 
isothermal surfsce exists within the contact. 
as To* The Mot number arises frm the boundary condition (3.21). When the 
in te rs t i t i a l  material is correctly partitioned, the Biot numbers of both of 
the single region problems muat be equal ana are given by: 
Its temperature is denoted 
A 
Again the dimensionless conact  resistance of both regions w J l  be the 88me 
if each is bwea on I t s  OM conductivity. The t o t a l  dimensionless contact 
resistance of two dissimilar regions based on their harmonic mean thermal 
conductivity is simp* 
a portion of the apparent contact area, ft(p,r) would be zero over this 
region. 
would s h p l y  become an isothermal boundary condition at  temperature, To. 
* * 
= 2 ~1 = 2 pr". If the contact were perfect Over 
Therefore, h would become infinite and the boundary condition (3.U) 
-nr4r.(r- &LA L -..- I---- - - - r&JLJ-  I* -.- rvur+unr~ CUUUCAUU i 3 . u )  cx the appropriate iurrerence 
equation (3.20), it is seen that an a d d i t i d  parameter enters into the 
atmlysie.  his quantity foUaws from Esustia (3.22) as: 
b 1 1  
- P  Pb kf [-i -1 b 5 f t o 4 k 2  
(3.23) 
Thus, for  a given geometry, an additional dimensionless parameter arises. 
It is (kf/%)(b/$) and is essentially a Biot number. 
t o  as the dimensionless in te rs t i t i a l  conductance, 9 .  It gqresents a 
ratio of the conductance of the in te rs t i t i a l  substance t o  the conductance 
of the internal path, i.e., 
It w i l l  be referred 
The dimensionless constriction resistance thus becomes a function of 
(3.25) 
Large values of \CI 
substance. 
and Equation (3.25) reduces to  Equation (3.13), i.e., Rct = g ( K  ,0) 3: 4 (  E ) .  
correspond t o  a large contribution from the in te rs t i t i a l  
$ = 0 corresponds t o  the absence of an i n t e r s t i t i a l  substance, 
* 
The solution procedure for  this problem is  essentially the same as that  
ZZZ +,k p - e ~ ~ m  nf Section 3.3.  he difference equation (3.20) is again 
applicable. 
ft( g,r*) must be known. In general, this would require the completion of 
the extensions t o  Hertz's analysis which were entertained in Section 3.2. 
Since these extensions have not been completed, an approximation for this 
function will be employed. First  the case of zero load w i l l  be considered 
since in th i s  cage an approxima%im is ~ 6 %  reqdre8. !k nnnlysis and mas% 
of the results presented i n  % h i s  sec+,ian can be e-loyed i n  the calculztion 
In order t o  obtain the required Biot number, the function 
* 
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of either microscopic or macroscopic resistances. 
At zero load, the contact resistance given by Eqaution (3.9) is infinite. 
Consider now the maximum resistance of such an interface in the presence of 
an interstitial conductor. Two geometries will be considered-a spherical 
model and a conical model. An actual microscopic or macroscopic protuberance 
would probably give a conductance which lies somewhere between the values far 
these two geometries. 
the surfaces ft(o,r*)/dt is given by: 
For these models the dimensionless distance between 
a +  
f;(o,r*) - r , spherical 
The numerical results are presented in figures 3.2 and 3.3. The 
dimensionless contact resistance which is given represents the total contact 
resistance for two regions. 
x equal to zero; thus, they represent the results for finite loads. 
follawing assumptions were made in order to obtain these results: 
Some of the curves which are given are not for 
The 
(i) Perfect contact exists over the area 0 5 r* 5 x; thus, the 
boundary condition for this region reduces to an Isothermal 
boundary condition since the Biot number is infinite. 
is concerned with macroscopic resistances, this assumption 
is equivalent to neglecting the microscopic resistances. 
assumption for this case is justified in Section 3.4.2. 
Since the variation in the distance between the surfaces with 
load is unknown, it was assumed that 
If' one 
The 
(ii) 
f*( c,r*) = (r* - x), x < r* 5 1 (3.27) 
4 
7 
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where x is a function o f t h e  load; hence it is a function 
of z. Equation (3.27) probably gives values of resistances 
which are too large. 
mloying Equation 3.7 t o  relate the constriction ra t io  t o  the load, the 
results given i n  Figure 3.4 w e r e  obtained. These curves show the variation 
of the dimensionless constriction resistance w i t h  the elastic conformity 
modulus. !&e values of the dimensionless in te rs t i t i a l  conductance which 
are given 88 a parameter cover a range which is  thought t o  be of interest 
i n  the study of thermal contact resistances arising from macroscopic 
irregularities, 
clearly indicate : 
The results me by no means complete; however, they do 
The significance of the dimensionless in te rs t i t i a l  conductance 
The large reduction in  
the introduction of an 
poor conductor such as 
That one cannot assume 
the thermal contact which can arise with 
in te rs t i t i a l  substance even if it is  a 
air. 
the metal-to-metal conduction and the 
in te rs t i t i a l  conduction modes are independent. 
_. A laygp --fir c m  r ~ n i i l t  if one eqloys the average distance 
between the surfaces i n  calculatirq the contribution of 
in te rs t i t i a l  conduction even at zero load. 
A t  zero load the average r e s i s t ace  for the conical geometry 
is approximately 1.5 times larger  than the resistance of the  
spherical model for  the range of 9 which was investigated. 
. 
I .c 
8 
- 0.1 
8 
6 
4 
2 
-01 I I I I I I I I 
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3.4.2 Relative Importance of Ncroscopic Resistances 
In the presence of an in te rs t i t i a l  conductor, thin surface films appear 
t o  offer negligible resistance relative t o  the constriction resistances. This 
is because the thennal conductivity of most oxides is not vastly different 
than the base metal and the thickness of such films is generally small. When 
an in te rs t i t i a l  conductor is present, the f l o w  of heat is no longer confined 
t o  the s m a l l  points of metallic contact; hence thin surface films can be 
I -  
- 
neglected. 
In order t o  compare the nagnitude of the resistance caused by a micro- 
scopic protuberance with that caused by a macroscopic protuberance one m u s t  
first determine the ratios of b/dt for the two cases. 
bL/% is rather strsightforward; however, it i s  more difficult  to arrive 
at this quantity for  the microscapic roughness. 
The calculation of 
If one caref'ully considers profilimeter traces of surface roughness and 
takes into account the p e a t e r  magnification i n  the vertical direction, me 
sees that the slopes of asperities are not large. The rat io  of their  base 
t o  height is really large i n  most cases. A limited study of such traces 
indicates that 2 < b /d < 80. 
t l 3  
Employing real is t ic  values of flatness deviation and a ra t io  of kf/k, 
corresgondirg t o  air and aluminum or stainless steel, Figure 3.3 shows that  
the dimensionless resistance due to  a microscopic protuberance could be as 
much as an order of magnitude greater than the value for  a macroscopic 
protuberance. Nar consider the definition of Rct: Rct = ALJb where 
bLm is the length of material of thermal conductivity km whose resistance is  
equivalent t o  that of the contact resistance. 
this comparison. ii; is seen "Urn A T  = atct Y ,  "--a ----- 
for a Iilfcroac~pic prot~berszce, A&<(. bT. because bs << b, . Calculations 
have shown that neglecting the microscopic constriction resistance could 
* * 
It is a convenient quantity Ln 
,* 1.9 +hnn alfhnirah R* f e  larger 
--Ct 
-mL 2, 
cause an error of one percent and in most cases the error is even smaller. 
. 
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3.5 The Influence of the Region Geometry on the Constriction Resistance- 
Plane Geometry 
3.5.1 Problem Formulation and Results of Ibnerical Calculations 
It is usually assumed that the contact areas which are formedbetween 
contacting bodies are circular in  nature. For this reason most of the effort 
expended in the calculation of constriction resistances w a s  concentrated on 
circular contact areas. 
that of the finite cylindrical region. 
calculations and the results of these calculations were reported i n  Section 
3.2. Interest was recently expressed i n  two-dimensional plane constrictiane 
[83. Since the numerical solution procedure recently developed f o r  the 
axially-syrmnetrical case was easily modifiedto the plane problem, it seemed 
worthwhile t o  repeat these calculations for  the plane case. 
The region under consideration is shown in Figure 3.5. 
The most formidable of these problems is  probably 
This problem w a s  solved by numerical 
The governing 
differential equation and boundary conditions are: 
t" 
-- 
I 
Figure 3.5 
L 
! 
L 
A ifferencing procedure s%milar to that used i n  [3] was emplayed in  
the numerical solution of these equations. 
convergence of the iteration proecdure were also similar. The grid network 
employed is shown in Figure 3.6. Equal increments were used i n  the y and z 
directions. A coarse network was used away from the interface and a fine 
network was employed near the interface. These networks were j o a d  w i t h  
triangular elements. 
The schemes usedto speed 
a b 
Figure 3.6 
Since in the particular solution procedure which was employed, solutions 
H 
were obtained for two different spacial increments, an estimate of the 
truncation error was possible. The error was estimated t o  be several percent, 
which is of relatively l i t t l e  importance for  a problem o f  the nature of 
the& contact resistance. The exact solution which was later obtained 
for the limiting case of L>> b showed that the average error was approxi- 
mately 2$. Since this s m a l l  error was of l i t t l e  concern, all the numerical 
computations could be carried out i n  approximately 8 minutes of production 
t i m e  on the 7094 digital  conputer. 
The results obtained from the numericaJ. solution are reported i n  
Table 3.7. 
R* = R k A /b. 
of the depth of the region since R is inversely proportional t o  the depth. 
The dimensionless constriction resistance is again employed, 
It is noted that the dimensionless resistance is independent a 
The resistance given i n  the table is the constriction resistance of - one 
region only. 
dimensionless resistance is twice the value given i n  the table. 
shows the variation of the rat io  R*(L/b)/R*(L/b = =) w i t h  x and L/b. 
For two plane regions of the same width and length the to ta l  
Table 3.8 
Follow- 
ing the procedures employed for  the axially symmetrical case, extensions t o  
include an i n t e r s t i t i a l  substance or  the presence of microscopic resistancos 
over the contact area can be easily made. 
* 3.5.2 &act Solution for  the C a s e  of L>> b 
Constriction resistance problems are formidable ones due t o  the presence 
of the mixed boundary condition along the boundary forming the plane of 
contact. The boundary is isothermal over the contact area and is  a zero flux 
. iw 17 and 49 columns were employed i n  the two solutions. The first solution 
was used as an i n i t i a l  approximation for the second. 
w e  mmenclaixme i n  this section was chosen t o  conform with standard complex 
variable nomenclature; consequently, there are several minor conflicts with 
that emplayed elsewhere. The complex variables used are: z = x c iy; z: = 
x' + i y ' ;  z" = x" iy" and w P u + iv; therefore, a/b is now used for  the 
constriction ra t io  instead of the l e t t e r X  which was previously employed. 
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surface over the remainder of the plane of contact. 
apply conformal mapping techniques t o  t r y  t o  eliminate th is  mixed boundary 
condition. mese techniques, of course, have only been successfully em@oyed 
for plane regions; therefore, these methods of solution were not possible for  
the axial ly symmetrical case studied i n  [3] . 
This suggests tha t  one 
The boundary conditions of the types given by equations (3.28b) through 
(3.2%) axe i n m i a n t  with a change of variables arising fram a c o n f o d  trans. 
formation. 
According t o  Ref .  [g] the transformation z' = sin z transforms the semi- 
infinite s t r ip  into the upper half of the zt plane as shown i n  Figure 3.7. 
Two more successive transformations are then applied. 
z" = zl/sin z is a simple magnification by the factor l /sin a. This allows 
the use of the transformation w = sin" z", which is the imrerse of the 
i n i t i a l  transformation. 
semi-infinite strip.  
huwever, the mixed boundary condition has been removed. 
formations which w e r e  employed are clearly indicated i n  Figure 3.7. 
Therefore the new form of the boundaries is  of prinaary interest. 
The first one 
It transfonas the upper half of the z" plane into a 
It is seen that the iaitial geometry is again obtained, 
The successive trans- 
The temperature distribution i n  the w plane is easily seen t o  be: 
T = T o -  X V  k (3.29) 
?.:her= m *  a iz +& &' 91% ~r ~:~T-I+. C..n+.h- nhtnfn the solution 
of the original problem, v must be determined as a function of the original. 
variables x and y. 
Consider first going from T as a function of v t o  T as a function of 
x" and y". The transformation i s  
zrt = sin w = sin u cosh v c i cos u sinh v 
Theref ore 
XW2 + __y l r2=1  
cosh2 v s a 2  v 
(3.30) 
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Equation (3.30) shm that the isotherms i n  the 2" plane are ellipses 
f 
whose centers are a t  the origin and the foci are at y" 
the definition of BTI ellipse it foJlows that: 
0, x" - 1. F r a  
or : 
where : 
Also : 
2 cosh v = [(x" + 1)2 + y"2]112 + [(x" - 1)' + yn2] 112 
v = h [ Y + ( y i ! - l )  1/21 
X" 
sin x cosh y 
sing ; 
cos x sinh y and y" = s a  Sin? 6 
therefore, ,a of the ordinal variables the temperature dAstri,ution is: I 
T = To - s f ,  { h [Y + (Y2 - +/*I} 
s k  
where 
Y =  {[(sin x cosh y + sin s a 2  n) + cos2 x sinh2 y ]  v2 
2 s i n g  E 
7 ~ a 2  + [(sin x cosh y - sin -) + cos2 x sinh2 y] 2 b  
The constriction resistance is of main interest. It can be obtained by 
considering a value of y = y, which is sufficiently large such that the 
temperature is independent of X. The constriction resistance is  then given 
L-- 
"Y - 
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* 
and 
Therefop: 
R * 3 Ira} 
in-- 2 b  
(3.34) 
RUatiOn (3.34) is valid for aU posstble values of the constriction ratio, 
a/b; however, it fails t o  apply if L/b <1 as can be seen f’rm the numericel 
results given in !table 3*8, Tahle 3.9 conpares 
bumerical results. 
exact solution with the - 
Table 3.9 Compaxison between Exact and Numerical Solutions 
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4.0 Exper imcntsl Facili t ies end Results 
Reference 1 gives a detailed discussion of' the experimental facility 
which was emplayed in the experimental studies. This reference gives 
detailed descriptions of: 
mount the thermocoqi~es, ( i i )  the metbod of preparing the test surfaces and 
determining their characteristics, and ( i i i )  the procedure emplayed in the 
execution of the experimental tests. Reference 2 also gives a brief 
description of the experimental apparatus and procedure; thus these 
descriptions w i l l  not be repeated in this report. 
cussion of the data reduction program which wa8 later written folluws and 
the modifications incorporated i n  the new experimental faci l i ty  are given 
in Section 4.3. 
(i) the method which was devised t o  satisfactorily 
Bowever a brief dis- 
The reduction of the experimental data was a tedious task. The 
potential. accuracy could not be attained due t o  inherent limitations in 
the data reduction process. 
w a 8  programed for the 7094 digital computer. 
then incorporated which greatly reduced the error fa the results. For 
example, the thernocouple readings were corrected i n  order to remove the 
curvature i n  the gradients 88 a consequence OZ & G e p z i k c ~  cf %he +_~czE.I, 
conductivities on the temperature and sllght amounts of radiation heat losses. 
A first degree leas t  squares polynomlnsl approximation wa8 then employed t o  
determine the undisturbed temperature gradient from the corrected thermo- 
c o q l d  readings. This gradient w a s  extragalatea t o  the t e s t  interface. Frat 
these extrapolated gradients the additional temperature drop due to the 
presence of the Interface was determined. The differences between the 
For these reasons, the data reduction scheme 
Numerous refinements were 
48 
. 
corrected thermocouple readiags and the f i t t ed  curve were printed In order 
t o  estimate the accuracy end detect the presence of constrictions or 
e r romus  readings. 
t o  estimate the accuracy of the results. 
m r o u s  intermediate results were printed in order 
It is believed a t  In this fashion high, consistent accuracy was 
obtained. For example, in same of' the low f l u x  tes ts  where high accuracy 
w a s  required, the thermocouple readiogs differed from the f i t t e d  straight 
l ine  by l ess  than 0.05 deg F. AFter all the data were reduced, sumnary 
tables were.printed and the results were automatically plotted in various 
manners. The saving i n  t i m e  and labor was tremendous. 
4.1 Ekp erimental Verification of the Proposed Model 
Ektensive results w e r e  obtained for contacts betideen identical materials 
in order t o  substantiate the misty of Equation (3.9) or (3.13) i n  predict- 
ing the macroscopic constriction resistance. 
detail  in references 1 and 2. Figure 4.1 of this report summarizes these 
findings. 
Eq. (3.9), and the experimental results f o r  all materials investigated. 
It shcrws the excellent agreement which was obtained. It also demonstrates 
+-he aigeft?ln~=~e nf +.he Ale+. niimher nnn +.he e l a n t i c  conf'arm3@ modulus: V_ ~ 
i n  correlating thermal contact resistance data for materials covering wide 
ranges of thermal conductivity, elastic m o d u l u s ,  flatness deviation and 
These results were reported in 
This figure gives a canparison between the theoretical curve, 
load. 
The experimental results showed same disagreement with theoretical 
predictions for very small values of flatness deviation. 
perhaps flatter than those of engineering interest, but the resuizs did 
These surfaces were 
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FIG. 4.1 COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY 
AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
FOR ALL MATERIALS INVESTIGATED 
amonstrate that either the effects of thermal s t r a in  became important or 
microscopic resistances were of importance. 
are discussed In  detail i n  Reference 1 seem to indicate that surface f i l m s  
caused an appreciable resistance end consequently the failure of the 
applicability of Equation 3.9. A more detailed study of the effects of thin 
surface films should be raade, since conclusive evidence of their importance 
has not been established. 
Many of the results which 
4.2 An E%pe rimenta Study of Mssimilar Interfaces 
Several investigations revealed that the thermal contact resistance is 
influenced by the direction of heat flow in contacts between disslmil8.r 
metals. A t t e m p t s  made in the l i terature t o  explain this phenomenon from a 
microscopic approach were not successful. However, the experimental study 
which the author conducted and which is reported i n  detail in Reference 4 
showed that the proposed macroscopic model was capable of q d i t a t i v e l y  
explaining the phenomenon. 
heat flow rates were small. 
Quantitative prediction was also possible if  the 
!be expressions derived throughout Section 3 were generalized for 
application t o  interfaces between dissimilar m e t a l s .  
stated that they were valid for dissWar metals only if the effects of 
thermal strains were negligible. The basis for this can be seen from the 
following a m e n t s .  
3owever, it w88 also 
It can be seen from Figure 4.2 that if heat is flowing from region 1 to 
region 2, i.e., i n  the directionl-2, the portion of region 1 near the 
macroscopic contact area is cold relative t o  the rest  of the member. 
this portion contracts, which causes the formation of a l a r g e r  macroscopic 
Thus, 
I 
I 
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contact area than that which is predicted if only the mechanical stresses are 
considered (see Fig. 4.2). 
portion of regton 1 near the macroscopic contact is hot relative t o  the 
remainder o f t h e  member. 
macroscopic contact a-ea than that which is predicted from the mechanical 
stresses. 
the thermal s t ra in  causes a decrease i n  the macroscopic constriction 
resistance, whereas if  it is fl- in the direction 2-1, the thermal s t ra in  
causes an increase in the macroscopic constriction resistance. The the& 
contact resistance thus becomes a f’unction of the direction of heat flow, 
The geometry of the contacting members will obviously influence the size 
of the macroscopic cantact area and the manner i n  which the size of this area 
varies with the mechanical load. However, the trend of the directional effect  
is seen t o  be independent of the geometry of the contacting surfaces. For 
example, consider the case when the heat i s  flowing in the directionl-2. 
The portion of region 1 near the macroscopic contact area w i l l  be cold 
relative t o  the surrounding portion of the region. 
this case w i l l  cause the macroscopic contact area t o  grow whether the upper 
contacting surface is  concave or convex. 
e i ther  concave or convex.) 
The amount of thermal s t r a i n  which occurs is a m c t i o n  of the coefficient 
If the direction of heat flow is reversed, the 
In t h i s  case, the thennal st rain causes a smaller 
Thus, it is seen that i f  the heat is flawing in the direction 1-2, 
The thenaal st rain for  
* -  - (me l o w e r  eir~-G.~s :cz25 Gsn he 
of linear expansion a, the modulus of elast ic i ty  E, Poissonfs ra t io  v and 
the magnitude of the temperature gradients. Thus the influence of thermal 
s t r a in  is  dependent on the heat flux and the thermal conductivity of the 
material. 
the influences of thermal strain would vanish. 
If the heat flux is small and the thermal conductivity is large, 
53 
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* 
Row, consider a contact formed between two identical materials where 
both the upper andlawer regions have the same coefficient of linear 
expansion. 
thennal strains perpendicular t o  the interface which occur in the regions as 
a consequence of Iltacroscopic constrictions are camplementary; thus, the 
macroscqic contact area is approximately the sane as that present i n  the 
absence of thermal strain. Since the variation of the material properties 
with temperature is not large, the neglect of the effect of thermal strain 
due t o  macroscopic constrictions should not cause much discrepancy between 
the theoretical predictions and the experimental. results for  contacts between 
identical materials. 
not cause a directional effect i n  contacts between identical materials as 
long as the specimen's geometries and the imposed boundary conditions are 
Identical . 
If the material properties are independent of temperature, the 
Dependency of material properties on temperature will 
The curves given in Figure 4.3 show the variation of the contact 
resistance with heat flux at constant load for a stainless steel-aluminum 
interface. 
and 157 psi. 
were taken. 
zero, the directional effect vanishes. 
The three curves given axe for contact pressures of 44.6, 86.9, 
The arrows on the curves indicate the order i n  which the data 
It is seen in  these figures that as the heat f lux approaches 
Although the thermal s t ra in  due t o  the macroscopic constriction seems t o  
dominate these experimental results, it is believed that another effect can 
be seen--thermsl s t ra in  due t o  the thermal environment. &al l  gradients in 
a direction parallel t o  the plane of the interface can cause an appreciable 
c w e  i n  the mcrcrOaCGgiC rrzstrfct isz rest~+-nnce. !!!!~cre sad ien t s  in  this 
. 
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case arise from small amounts of radiant heat lost  from the specimen's 
surfaces. 
t o  the surrounding Insulation , a surroundLag gas, an alignment devlce, etc. 
Maqy of these environments would be of greater significance than the smaU 
amount of radiant heat loss from the highly *shed surfaces i n  the present 
investigation. 
changes i n  the temperature levels of the specimens w i t h  the direction of 
heat flaw. 
or detrimental depnding on the original geometry of the surfaces and on the 
sign of the radial heat flux. For the geometry a l o y e d  in the present 
investigation, the effect w a s  alweys detrimental since the specimens were 
losing &at by radiation t o  the chamber w a l l s  in all cases. 
Other possibilities are heat exchange w i t h  the environment due 
The directional effect arises with Cissimilar metals due t o  
It is seen that t h i s  8ource of thermal strain may be beneficial 
It is believed that t h i s  effect can be detected in  the data of Figure 4.3. 
For example, the change i n  the dimensiodless resistance R" with the rate of 
heat flow q; i.e., dR*/dq, is either positive or negative depending on the 
direction of heat now; however, d%*/dq2 is always positive. 
d%*/dq2 is always positive is probably due t o  the radiation heat losses. 
Figure 4.3 also s h s  that for the case when heat flowed from stainless steel 
t o  aluminum, dR*/dq approached zero f o r  large values or q. 
w e r e  sufficiently large, the t h e m  strain due t o  heat losses would dominate, 
and dR*/dq would be positive. 
The fact  that 
F&i+z f? q 
A cosnparison is given i n  Figure 4.3 between the experimental values 
extrapolated t o  zero heat flow and the theroetical prediction of Equation 
!3=13)- 
excelleat considering the nature of the problem. 
The two values agree to within approximately lO$. This is believed 
It I s  seen that the 
. 
theoretical predictions are larger than the experimentally measured 
resistances. This is probably a consequence of an increase i n  the con- 
formity of the specinens duriw the test series due t o  the creep of the 
aluminum specimen. Flatness measurements taken after cmpLetion of the 
tes t  series s h e d  the aluminum specimen had a "hole" at the center portion 
of its surface which was approximately 6, in. deep. Further data and 
discussion of the directional effect is given in Reference 4. 
4.3 The Ivew Esrpe rimental Facility 
The experience gained froan the use of the old experimental f ac i l i t y  
indicated several major imprwements which could be made. In addition the 
theoretical results suggested other aspects of tbe problem which should be 
investigated; hawever, the old facil i ty was not designed for these extensions. 
merefore, it w a s  decided profitable t o  design and construct a new experimental- 
facility. 
described. 
l!he main differences between this faci l i ty  and the old one will be 
The old chamber was  a cylinder with a 6 in. inner diameter and a height 
of approximately 12 inches. I t s  small size proved t o  be a handicap especielly 
dUe to tne P X U U I ~ ~  ' --- i--l-A . -_ ~ - i n  changing and aligning the specimens. 
size also made the addition of guards virtually impossible. 
was enlarged to an inner dfamters of 12 in. and a height of 15-l/b in. A 
second cylindrical section of 8 in.  inner diameter was inserted in the side 
as l e  shown i n  Figure 4.4. !The specimens can be easily change& by only 
removing t h i s  one flange (see;Figure 4.4). With this design the specimens 
can be aligned accurately by har6 k%tB zc .roorl for an elaborate device and 
Its 
The new chm5er 
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FIG. 4.4 GENERAL VIEW O F  TEST CHAMBER 
c 
no possibllity of a thermal shunt due to the presence of such a device. 
In changing the specimens tbe sink and source can be l e f t  essentially in 
place and their many connections need not be disturbed. A general view of 
the c-ete faci l i ty  is given in 4.5. 
The dead-weight loading system, a very desirable feature, was retained; 
however, several modifications t o  the old design w e r e  incorporated to reduce 
the effects of friction. The bushing around which the level a m  rotated was 
replaced by a roller bearing and the bushing which guided the loading pin w88 
replaced by a precision longitudinal bearing. 
loailing which were found to be smaU. in the old design were virtually elimi- 
nated in the new facility. 
ann was changedto a T-section t o  reduce its la te r ia l  motion. 
system can be clearly seen in Figure 4.4. 
Thw, the effects of frictional 
The rectangular cross-section of the old lever 
The loading 
Other changes were msde t o  reduce the loading caused by the cooling water 
lines and t o  reduce the heat losses. 
radiation heat loss could be eliminated or If the effects of such radial heat 
now were being studied, t o  enable its control. 
been successfully employed. 
Guards were designed so that the 
These devices have not yet 
The AC ~ v e r  nfiurce for the heating element was replaced by a well 
regulated Dc constant voltage supply. The voltage was varied by means of 
a rheostat. Figure 4.6 gives a schematic diagram of the experimental 
facil i ty.  
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5.0 Summary and Concltlsions 
I 
, A restrictive analysis based on a new macroscqpic model was presented 
for the prediction of the thermal contact resistance in a vacuum environment. 
The thermaS contact resistance was conceivedto be a consequence of three 
resistances in series: the macroscopic constriction resistance, the micro- 
I 
c 
I atopic constriction resistance, and the f i l m  resistance. 
Preliminary calculations showed that the macroscopic resistance was 
of major importance and the emphasis of the analysis and experimental study 
was to further the understanding of thermal contact resistance by obtaining 
a better understanding of macroscopic influences. 
to include an interstitial substance. 
The model was also extended 
The following major conclusions could be drawn based upon conditions 
within the limits of this investigation: 
1, Macroscopic influences are of major importance and dominate 
the thermal. contact resistance of a majority of engineering 
&aces. 
previous investigations, 
An analysis based on a model of' macroscopic elastic contact 
between mating members has been carried out, which makes possible 
a satisfactory prediction of thermal contact resiehice ~ k c z e v e r  
the macroscopic constriction is dominating and the effects of 
the& strain are small, 
dimensionless parameters for correlating data. 
This fact has been grossly overlooked in many 
2. 
It naturally leads t o  a pair of 
They are: 
bL 
km 
-the Biot nodulus: 
and 
Pa b~ 
*m "t 
the eiastic ctiScmt3 I E ~ & ~ L u s :  = (-)(-=-) 
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EQerimental evidence is given to  establish the validity 
of the theory. The e-xtensicn vhich inclu3es an i n t e r s t i t i a l  
ccYiactor resiAt%d i n  a %hiid dheasicriless Tarmeter, 
t h e  Cmensiodess irterstisidi, c o z t ~ ~ c t ~ a n c e  : \if = (--I (. -) . 
Evidence was given to denonstrato that thermzl s t ra in  due t o  
kf b 
E; . dt 
i? 
3. 
macroscopic influences can cause a prmounced directional 
effect in contacts between dissimilar metals. The proposed 
model was found t o  be capable of predicting tbe thermal contact 
resistance for  interfaces between dissimilar metals i f  the 
effects of thermal strain were not of importance which i e  
often the case with mall rates of heat flow. 
4. Film resistance can be of considerable importance for  heavily 
oxidized surfaces i n  the absence of an i n t e r s t i t i a l  substance; 
hovever, it was found that for  freshly machined surfaces with 
a rea l i s t ic  value of flatness deviation, film resistance is of 
secondary importance. The analysis which includes an inters t i t ia l  
conductor shows that the effects of microscopic resistances can 
surely be neglected (even with a poor in t e r s t i t i a l  conductor 
aix2  z z  ziz) with realist ic,  freshly machined contacts. 
The model with its resulting dimensionless groups, 7 , h hL 5. 
P m Pa b~ (-)(-) and cleazly indicates the effect  of the 
Em dt 
many parameters and provides a means of designing high or low 
resistance interfaces. It clearly indicates both when 
accurate predictions are possible and when accurate predictions 
would be difficult. 
P 
6. The reduction in the contact resistance with tbe inclusion of an 
i n t e r s t i t i a l  substance is appreciable even with a poor inter- 
stitial conOuctor such as zir. 
indicates the importance of i n t e r s t i t i a l  substances 
!Che macroscoplc constriction resistance, the microscopic 
constriction resistance, and the film resistance cannot be 
calculated independently If more than one of these resistances 
are mrtant. 
and the metal-to-metal conduction mode cannot be calculated 
independently. Lastly, the macroscopic and microscopic contact 
area8 cannot, i n  general, be calculated without simultaneously 
considering the thermal problem. 
kf b 
m dt 
The magnitude of (r)(-) clearly 
7. 
Likewise, the i n t e r s t i t i a l  conduction mode 
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6.0 Recommendations f o r  Future Extensions 
The present investigation has porvided a better understanding of the 
mechanism of thermal contact resistance. It has revealed the importance 
of macroscopic effects and has been success- i n  predicting the thermal 
contact resistance fo r  the restrictive model being studied. 
there s t i l l  remain numerous extensions and refinements t o  be undertaken. 
It is believed that the present model, the experiment& results which were 
obtained, End the nmerical calculations which have been perfonnea, will 
provide a solid basis from which further studies can be effected. A f e w  
recommended extensions follow. 
As USW, 
Perhaps the most useful extension, especially t o  those who are involved 
with therma,l design, would be t o  attempt t o  employ the results of t h i s  study 
t o  correlate the experimental results fram other investigations for  interfaces 
with and without an in t e r s t i t i a l  conductor. 
f u l  dimensionless parameters for  such a correlation and has revealedthe 
relative importance of many of the variables. 
the characteristics of surfaces manufactured by various production processes 
were made and these findings uti l ized t o  obtain the required parameters, the 
model could prhaps be s u c c e a s f i i  =Cs$ed t o  th i s  worthwhile endeavor. 
This study has provided meaning- 
If a more complete study of 
This study has provided a means of predicting the the& contact 
resistance when an i n t e r s t i t i a l  substance i s  present; however, this aspect of 
the theory has not been experimentally verified. 
interfaces with an i n t e r s t i t i a l  substance i n  the l igh t  of the present analysis 
wouldbe desirable. The investigation of substances such as lead f o i l  or 
other readily deformable materials might be inclii&d f=? this emrimental  
An experimental study of 
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a 
study. 
could be found which is suitable for extended employment i n  a vacuum 
environment and at  the same time is  sufficiently well behaved such that 
its influence could be accurately predicted. 
It would be interesting t o  learn if an in t e r s t i t i a l  substance 
Although a l l  the results of the present investigation indicate that 
the microscopic constriction resistances are not of importance, conclusive 
evidence has not been obtained. Further experimental studies are necessary 
t o  substantiate this conclusion. On the other hand, film resistance w a s  
found t o  be of importance i n  some cases for  interfaces in the absence of 
an i n t e r s t i t i a l  substance. 
be investigated. 
metal such as gold or  si lver may provide a means of reducing film resistance. 
Methods of reducing the film resistance should 
For example, plating the contacting surfaces w i t h  a noble 
Another area which would be a logical extension of t h i s  study would be 
the investigation of the influences of constriction resistances i n  the 
transient heat exchange between bodies. 
that the time required f o r  two members t o  exchange a given amount of energy 
with a non-perfect contact between them could easily be an order of magnitude 
0- n nter - than the time required t o  exchange the same amount of energy with 
perfect contact. 
Preliminary calculations have shown 
Extensions t o  the deformation model t o  increase i ts  range of applicability 
and t o  include the effects of thermal s t ra in  were already discussed i n  Section 
3.2 and, as was stated there, are partially completed. 
The extensions which have been l i s t e d  are but a few of the many interest- 
They are presently thought t o  be some of ing problexng ikfe!: cni_?_ld be studied. 
the m r e  f m T t . f u l  and worthwhile endeavors. 
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